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LINEAR CONTROL THEORY WITH AN Hoo OPTIMALITY CRITERION*
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Abstract. This expository paper sets out the principal results in Hoo control theory in the context of
continuous-time linear systems. The focus is on the mathematical theory rather than computational methods.
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1. Introduction. The subject ofthis paper is a general regulator problem" a control-
ler is to be designed to regulate the output of a plant subjected to exogenous inputs,
such as disturbances, sensor noises and reference signals. A theory for the regulator
problem begins by specifying a model of the plant (the model may be a set, to reflect
uncertainty), a model of the exogenous inputs, the performance requirements of the
controlled system and the allowable class of controllers. For example, two typical
regulator theories are the algebraic approach of Pernebo [70] and the Wiener-Hopf
approach of Youla, Jabr and Bongiorno [93]. In both these theories the plant is a
known time-invariant finite-dimensional linear system and the controller is required
to be of this type too. In the algebraic approach the exogenous signal is (after
prefiltering) an unknown initial condition, or equivalently a signal of the form 3(t)x,
where x is an unknown vector, and the performance requirements are internal stability
and asymptotic regulation. In the Wiener-Hopf approach the exogenous signal is
(again, after prefiltering) standard white noise, and the performance requirements are
internal stability and minimization of the mean-square value of some signal.

In a seminal paper [96], [97], Zames introduced a new theory for the regulator
problem. To describe this theory we need a few preliminary mathematical concepts
[25], [82]. The Hardy space Hoo is the class of matrix-valued functions which are
analytic and bounded in the open right half-plane, the H-norm of such a function,
say F(s), being defined as

IIFll:- sup Crmax[F(s)].

Here O’ma denotes maximum singular value and the supremum is over all s in the
open right half-plane, Re s > 0. For such a function the boundary value

f(jto) := lim F(sr +jto)
o

exists for almost all to and the boundary function is of class L (Fatou’s theorem). As
a consequence of the maximum modulus principle the H-norm of F(s) equals the
L-norm of the boundary function, i.e.,

f[[oo ess sup O’max[f(jto)].

For example, suppose F(s) is scalar-valued, analytic and bounded in Re s>0, and
continuous on the imaginary axis. Then [[F[[ equals the distance in the complex plane
from the origin to the farthest point on the Nyquist plot of F.
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A fundamental fact is that the L2[0, oo)-gain of a causal time-invariant linear
system equals the Ho-norm of its transfer function. To state this more precisely
introduce the space L2[0, oo) of vector-valued square-integrable functions. The norm
on L2[O, cx3) is

Ilxll := x t)*x( t) dt

where * denotes complex-conjugate transpose. The Laplace transform of x(t) in
L2[0, c), denoted with abuse of notation by x(s), belongs to the Hardy space H2 of
functions analytic in Re s > 0 and satisfying the condition

sup [x(+j)*x(+j) d <.
>o

Such functions also have boundary values almost everywhere and the H2-norm is

ilxll=:= x(j)*x(j) d

The Laplace transform is a Hilbe space isomorphism from L2[0, ) onto H2 (the
Paley-Wiener theorem). Now consider a causal time-invariant linear system having a
transfer matrix F(s). Suppose F H. Then Fx H whenever x H, and moreover,

(1) IIFIl=sup(llFxll=: x a2, Ilxl12 1.
The H-norm arises in the regulator problem primarily under two circumstances"

when there are sets of exogenous signals and when there is plant unceainty.
Consider first an example of a tracking problem in which a plant output is to

track a reference signal. Suppose, for simplicity, that these two signals are scalar-valued,
and let F(s) denote the transfer function from the reference input to the tracking error
(reference minus output). Assume the system is stable in the sense that F H. Control
designs are often based on test inputs, sinusoids being the natural ones in the frequency
domain. Suppose the reference signal is allowed to be any sinusoid of amplitude no
greater than 1 and of frequency belonging to some inteal . An appropriate perform-
ance measure might then be

ess sup IF(J)I,

this equaling the maximum amplitude ofthe tracking error. Let W(s) be an H-function
such that

[W(j)l=l, , W(j)l , .
For small e the performance measure is approximated by the H-norm Wfll. (For
a nontrivial function to be analytic in the right half-plane, its magnitude cannot be
zero on a subset of the imaginary axis of positive measure (F. and M. esz’ theorem);
hence the necessity of introducing e.)

The previous example shows how an H-norm performance measure can arise
from consideration of a set of exogenous inputs, namely sinusoids. Another way to
arrive at the same performance measure is with inputs belonging to L[0, ). Continuing
with scalar-valued signals, suppose the reference input is allowed to be any function
in the class

{x: x= Wv forsome vH2, I111 1,
where W, W- H; that is, the reference signal class consists of all x in H2 such that

(2) (2)-1 1 }x(j)[zl W(j)l-z d 1.
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This inequality can be interpreted as a constraint on the weighted energy of x: the
energy-density spectrum Ix(jto)l2 is weighted by the factor W(jto)1-2. For example, if
W(Jto)l were relatively large on a certain frequency band and relatively small off it,
then (2) would generate a class of signals having their energy concentrated on that
band. This could be useful in representing, for example, a class of narrowband signals
whose spectra are confined to a common frequency band. If F(s) again denotes the
transfer function from x to the tracking error, then by virtue of (1), WFII equals
the maximum HE-norm of the tracking error (i.e., the square root of its energy).

The problem of robust stabilization can also lead to an H criterion. In this
introductory section we consider a simplified version of the problem; a fuller account
is given in 2. The block diagram in Fig. l(a) shows a plant and a controller with
transfer matrices P(s)+ AP(s) and K (s) respectively; P represents the nominal plant
and AP an unknown perturbation, usually caused by unmodeled dynamics or parameter
variations. Suppose, for simplicity, that P, AP, and K are rational, P and Ap are
strictly proper, K is proper, and P and Ap are analytic in Re s-> 0. Suppose also that
the system is internally stable for Ap 0. How large can AP be so that internal stability
is maintained ?

One method which is used to obtain a transfer function model of a physical system
is a frequency response experiment. This yields gain and phase estimates at several
frequencies, which in turn provide an upper bound for the norm of Ap(jto) at several
values of to. Suppose r is a scalar-valued H-function such that

trmax[AP(jto)]<[r(jto) forall to,

or equivalently

(3) IIr-lAPIl< 1.

How large can r be so that internal stability is maintained?
Simple loop transformations lead from Fig. l(a) to Fig. l(b) to Fig. 1(c). Since

the nominal feedback system is internally stable, K(I-PK)-1 H. The small gain
theorem [78], [95] says that the system in Fig. 1(c) will be internally stable provided
the loop gain is less than unity, i.e.,

(4) IIAPK (I PK )-1 iloo < 1.

p+Ap

FIG. l(a). Feedback system with perturbed plant.

FIG. (b). Loop transformation.
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FIG. l(c). Loop transformation.

In view of (3) a sufficient condition for (4) is

(5) Ilrg(I-Pg)-’lloo<=l.

We conclude that an H-norm bounded on a weighted closed-loop transfer matrix is
sufficient for robust stability. (Condition (5) is actually necessary for internal stability
for all perturbations satisfying (3) ([10], [19]).)

The problem treated in this paper concerns the system in Fig. 2. The signals w,
u, z and y are vector-valued and denote, respectively, the exogenous signal (disturb-
ances, sensor noises, reference inputs, etc.), the control signal, the signal to be regulated
(tracking errors, plant outputs to be attenuated, weighted actuator outputs, etc.) and
the measured signal. The transfer matrices G and K represent the plant and controller
respectively. It is assumed that G is real-rational, proper and given; a real-rational
proper K is sought to minimize the l-Lo-norm of the transfer matrix from w to z under
the constraint of internal stability.

For ease of reference let us call the problem just stated the standard (Hoo) problem.
It must be emphasized that a controller is designed for a given nominal G; uncertainty
in G is not a consideration. (However, it may already be evident, and will be shown
in 2, that the robust stabilization problem can be recast as a standard problem.)
There now exists a reasonably complete solution to the standard problem. The purpose
of this paper is to set out the principal results in the context of continuous-time linear
systems. The focus is on the mathematical theory rather than computational methods.
For the latter the reader may consult [21], [50].

Inclusion of plant uncertainty into the Ho problem increases its difficulty consider-
ably. Let us suppose that uncertainty is introduced in the following general way: G
can be any element in a family G. We could then try to find a controller to minimize
the maximum Hoo-norm of the transfer matrix from w to z, the maximum taken over
all G in G. For this problem Zames [97] has obtained qualitative results for a simple
feedback configuration, showing how performance degrades as uncertainty increases,
and Doyle [20] has introduced the concept ofstructured uncertainty, where the elements
of G have specified structures as well as norm constraints; the H problem with
structured uncertainty can be reduced to a family of standard problems, thus providing
further motivation for the latter.

This introductory section concludes with a brief survey of the literature. The first
papers on the subject of Hoo-norm optimization of systems are those of Helton [47],

FIG. 2. The standard configuration.
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Tannenbaum [83] and Zames [96]. The important papers of Sarason [79] and Adamjan,
Arov and Krein [1] established connections between operator theory and complex
function theory, in particular, Hoo-functions; Helton [47] showed that these two
mathematical subjects have useful applications in electrical engineering, namely, in
broadband matching. Tannenbaum [83], [84] used (Nevanlinna-Pick) interpolation
theory to attack the problem of stabilizing a plant with an unknown gain. And Zames
[96] formulated the problem of sensitivity reduction by feedback as an optimization
problem with an operator norm, in particular, an Hoo-norm. The latter paper was
amplified in the seminal paper [97].

The fact that the LE-gain of a system equals the Hoo-norm of its transfer function
(i.e. (1)) was used by Zames [94] in his pioneering work on nonlinear system theory.
This fact is also central in LE-stability theory, such as the circle criterion (see e.g. [ 17]).

Motivation for the Hoo approach with regard to modeling the exogenous signals
is discussed in [20], [21], [24], [90], [97], [98] and with regard to plant uncertainty
in [21], [62], [73], [97]. Classical frequency-domain performance specifications also
lead to an Hoo criterion as shown in [48], [75]. The robust stabilization problem
discussed above is treated in [22], [24], [44], [54], [58], [73], [84], [85], [88]-[90].
Various versions of the standard problem for finite-dimensional time-invariant systems
are covered in [35], [41], [56], [62], [86], [90], [98] in the single-input/single-output
case and in [8], [9], [12], [13], [20]-[24], [32]-[34], [36], [37] [48], [49], [60], [61],
[71], [74], [77], [87], [90]-[92], [97], [99] in the multivariable case. The mathematical
tools primarily used in these references are Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation theory 16],
the operator theory of Sarason [79] and Adamjan, Arov and Krein [1], [2] and the
geometric theory of Ball and Helton [4]. The standard problem is extended beyond
the finite-dimensional time-invariant case in [14], [15], [26]-[31], [42], [54], [55], [57].
References [7], [23], [35], [38]-[40], [51], [66]-[69] present performance bounds for
systems designed according to an Ho criterion. Algorithms for computing optimal
controllers are contained in [21], [50], [76], [80]. Part of the computation in [21]
involves solving a special model-reduction problem, for which state-space algorithms
are presented in [5], [6], [43], [59], [81]. Finally, the Hoo approach is compared with
the Wiener-Hopf approach in [21], [45], [97], [98].

2. The standard problem. The standard problem pertains to Fig. 2. It is assumed
that G is real-rational and proper (analytic at s ). Partition it as

G--[ Gll G12]GEl G22

so that the equations corresponding to Fig. 2 are

Z GllW + G12u Y G21 w + G22u, u Ky.

Now eliminate u and y to get that the transfer matrix from w to z is a linear fractional
transformation of K"

z [ G,, + G,zK (I GE:K)-1 GE,]W.

It simplifies the theory to guarantee that the rational matrix I- G22K is invertible for
every proper real-rational K. A simple sufficient condition for this is that G22 be strictly
proper (equal to zero at s- o). Accordingly, this will be assumed hereafter.

To define what it means for K to stabilize G, introduce two fictitious inputs )1

and rE as in Fig. 3. It is easy to show that the nine transfer matrices from the three
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V2

FIG. 3. System for definition of stability.

inputs w, /)1,/)2 to the three signals z, u, y exist and are proper; if they belong to H,
then K stabilizes G. This is the usual notion of internal stability. An equivalent definition
in terms of state-space models is as follows. Take minimal state-space realizations of
G and K and in Fig. 2 set the input w to zero. Then K stabilizes G if and only if the
state vectors of G and K tend to zero from every initial condition.

The standardproblem is this: find a real-rational proper K to minimize the Ho-norm
of the transfer matrix from w to z under the constraint that K stabilize G.

Following are three examples of the standard problem.

2.1. A model-matching problem. In Fig. 4 the transfer matrix T1 represents a
"model" which is to be matched by the cascade T2QT3 of three transfer matrices T2,
T3 and Q. Here, T (i= 1- 3) are given and the "controller" Q is to be designed. Let
RHoo denote the space of real-rational matrices in Hoo, that is, the space of real-rational
proper matrices which are stable, i.e., analytic in Re s-> 0. It is assumed that T/
RHo (i 1 3) and it is required that Q RH. Thus the four blocks in Fig. 4 represent
stable linear systems.

For our purposes the model-matching criterion is

sup {llzll=: w n2, Ilwllz_-< 1} minimum.

Thus the energy of the error z is to be minimized for the worst input w of unit energy.
In view of (1) an equivalent criterion is

T T=QT3I[oo minimum.

This model-matching problem can be cast as a standard problem by defining

G:= IT1 T2] K:=-Q,
T 0

so that Fig. 4 becomes equivalent to Fig. 2. The constraint that K stabilize G is then
equivalent to the constraint that Q RHoo.

This version of the model-matching problem is not very important per se; its
significance in the context of this paper arises from the fact that the standard problem
can be transformed to the model-matching problem ( 3), which is simpler.

FIG. 4. Model-matching.
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2.2. A tracking problem [90], [91]. Figure 5 shows a plant P whose output, v, is
to track a reference signal r. The plant input, u, is generated by passing r and v through
controllers C1 and C2 respectively. It is postulated that r is not a known fixed signal,
but, as in the introduction, may be modeled as belonging to the class

{r’r= Ww for some wEH2, Ilwll=_-< 1}.

Here P and W are given and C1 and C2 are to be designed. These four transfer matrices
are assumed to be real-rational and proper.

The tracking error signal is r-v. Let us take the cost function to be

(6) (llr- vii@ + Ilpu ) 1/=,
where p is a positive scalar weighting factor. The reason for including pu in (6) is to
ensure the existence of an optimal proper controller; for p 0 "optimal" controllers
tend to be improper. Note that (6) equals the H2-norm of

pu

Thus the tracking criterion is taken to be

sup {llzll=" w n=, Ilwll=_-< 1} minimum.

The equivalent standard problem is obtained by defining

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

2.3. A robust stabilization problem 158], [73], [88]. This example has already been
discussed in the Introduction. The system under consideration is shown in Fig. l(a).
Assume P is a strictly proper nominal plant and let r be a scalar-valued (radius)
function in RH. Now define a family P of neighboring plants to be the set of all
strictly proper real-rational matrices P+ AP having the same number (in terms of
McMillan degree) of poles in Re s =>0 as P has, where the perturbation AP satisfies
the bound

O’max[Ap(jto)] < Ir(joo)[ for all to.

For a real-rational proper K the robust stability criterion is that K stabilize all plants
in P. Stability means internal stability, that the four transfer matrices in Fig. 1 (a) from
Vl, v2 to u, y all belong to RH.

FIG. 5. Tracking.
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We saw in the Introduction that robust stability is guaranteed by a small gain
condition.

LEMMA 2.1 [10], [19]. A real-rational proper K stabilizes all plants in P ifand only
ifK stabilizes the nominal plant P and

IIrK(I-PK)-II<=I.

We can convert to the set-up of the standard problem by defining G so that in
Fig. 2 the transfer matrix from w to z equals rK(I-PK)-1. This is accomplished by

Then Lemma 2.1 implies that the following two conditions are equivalent: K achieves
robust stability for the original system (Fig. l(a)); in Fig. 2 K stabilizes G and puts
the transfer matrix from w to z inside the closed unit ball of Hoo.

There are several other examples of the standard problem and several other
problems which are equivalent to the standard problem [21].

3. From the standard problem to a model-matching problem. In this section it is
shown that the standard problem can be reduced to the model-matching problem of
the first example. The procedure is to parametrize, via a parameter matrix Q in RHo,
all K’s which stabilize G. Then Fig. 2 can be transformed into Fig. 4, where the T’s
depend only on G. The parametrization employed in this section is due to Youla et
al. [93] as modified by Desoer et al. [18]. Previous work on stability theory for the
system in Fig. 2 was carried out by Pernebo [70], Cheng and Pearson 11 ], and Antoulas
[3]; Nett [65] treated a more general setup (K has an additional input and output).

When K stabilizes G can be characterized in terms of coprime factorizations over
the ring RHoo of stable proper real-rational functions. Factor G and K as

G= NM-= IQ-IQ, K UV-’= r-I _].

The matrices N and M belong to RH and are right-coprime. This means that, if X
is a square matrix in RHoo which is a right divisor of both N and M, i.e.,

N YX, M ZX for some Y, Z in RH,

then X is a unit of RHo, i.e. X-1E RH. Such N and M constitute a right-coprime
factorization (rcf) of G. Analogously, N and M are left-coprime and constitute a
left-coprime factorization (lcf) of G. Similar remarks apply to the factorization of K.
Such factorizations are known to exist [90].

PROPOSITION 3.1. Thefollowing are equivalent statements about the proper transfer
matrix K"

(i) K stabilizes G,

(ii)
[0 I]N V

is a unit ofRH,

I /17/i] [0]117,I(iii) [0 is a unit of RH.
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The idea underlying the equivalence of (i) and (ii) is simply that the determinant
of the matrix in (ii) is the least common denominator (in RHo) of all the transfer
functions from w, vl, 32 to z, u, y; hence the determinant must be a unit for all these
transfer functions to belong to RH, and conversely.

The transfer matrix G is stabilizable if there exists a K which stabilizes it. Not
every G is stabilizable; an obvious nonstabilizable G is G12 0, G21 0, GE:z 0, G
unstable. Proposition 3.1 provides a test for stabilizability. For example, in terms of
N and M, G is stabilizable if and only if suitable U and V exist satisfying condition
(ii). Such a consideration readily leads to the following.

PROPOSITION 3.2. The following are equivalent"
G is stabilizable

(ii) M, [0 I]N are right-coprime and M, [] are left-coprime;
(iii) /r, [o/] are left-coprime and M, [0 I] are right-coprime.
In terms of a state-space model G is stabilizable if and only if, roughly speaking,

its unstable modes are controllable from u and observable from y (Fig. 2). For example,
right-coprimeness of M, [0 I]N can be interpreted as a frequency-domain stabilizabil-
ity condition.

Hereafter, G will be assumed to be stabilizable. To recap, G is assumed so far
to be real-rational, proper with G22 strictly proper, and stabilizable. Intuitively, stabiliza-
bility of G implies that G and G22 share the same unstable modes, so that to stabilize
G it is enough to stabilize G22. The controller K stabilizes G22 if, in Fig. 6, the four
transfer matrices from v, v2 to u, y are stable.

PROPOSITION 3.3. K stabilizes G if and only ifK stabilizes G22.
The next step is to parametrize all K’s stabilizing G22. For this it is convenient

to introduce a special rcf and lcf of G22"

(8) G:2 N2M’=

(9) 22 ME Y2
=i.lC,1 _

The eight matrices introduced in (8) and (9) all belong to RHoo; their existence is
proved in 4. Equation (9) is known as a gener.alize.d Bezout identity; its satisfaction
guarantees that N)., M are right-coprime and N, M are leftocoprime. Equations (8)
and (9) constitute a generalization of the usual polynomial matrix-fraction description
[18], [53], [90].

FIG. 6. Part of standard configuration.

THEOREM 3.1 [18], [90], [93]. The following formulas parametrize all proper K’s
which stabilize GEE:

(10) K YE- MEQ)(XE- NEQ)-(11) (-’2 Q/r2)-l( 2 Qhr2), Q RHoo.
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The right-hand sides of (10) and (11) constitute an rcf and lcf of K respectively;
the inverses exist for every Q in RH (because G22 is strictly proper). As Q varies
over all stable proper matrices, the formulas generate all possible stabilizing K’s.

The final step is to determine the transfer matrix from w to z in Fig. 2 when K
is given by formulas (10) and (11). Define

(12a) T1 := Gll -i- G12 Y2/2G21,

(12b) T2 := G2M,

(12c) T3 := M2G21.

It can be proved that T RH (i= 1- 3).
THEOREM 3.2 [21]. With K as in (10), (11), the transfer matrix from w to z equals

T1- T2QT3
We conclude from this theorem that the standard problem reduces to the model-

matching problem of finding matrices Q in RH to minimize T1 T2QT3 {1. A solution
Q to the model-matching problem yields a solution K to the standard problem via
formulas (10) and (11).

A special case is when G is itself stable. In (8) and (9) we may then take

N: N: G::,

Y2 =0, I7"2 =0,
in which case (10) and (11) become [97]

and (12) produces

K -Q(I G22Q)-1

--( I QG)-1Q

T1-- Gll, T2-- G12, T3-- G21.

4. State-space eomlmtations. The reduction in the previous section was developed
using transfer matrix models. However, as a pratieal matter the computations are quite
easily and reliably performed using state-space models. This section describes how to
obtain state-space realizations of the matrices T (i 1- 3) starting from a state-space
realization of G. The formulas are very simple and they provide a fundamental link
(Theorem 4.1) between the stability result of Theorem 3.1 and observer-based stability
theory. Some of the results of this section are contained in [64].

We begin with a minimal realization of G(s),

G(s)=D+C(s-A)-IB, A,B, C, D real matrices.

It is convenient to introduce a new data structure:

[A, B, C, D]:= D+C(s-A)-IB.

Since the input and output of G are partitioned as
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the matrices B, C, and D have corresponding partitions,

B=[B B2] C
C2 LD2

Thus

D22J

The familiar equations for Ko are

: A:2 + B2u + H C29 y),

or equivalently,

Thus

: (A+ B:F+ HC2):- Hy,

Ko(s) [A + B2F+ HC2, -H, F, 0].

(16)

where

(17)

(18)

Obtaining factorizations of Ko analogous to those just obtained for G22, we arrive at
the equations

Ko Y2X= f(l 2,

X2(s) := [AF, -H, C2, I],

Y2(s) := [AF, -H, F, O],

2(s) := [An,-B2, F, I], I7"2(s) := [AH,-H, F, 0].

Routine algebra verifies (9).

G#(s) [A, Bj, Ci, D], i,j= 1,2.

Note that D22 0 because G22 is strictly proper. It follows from the stabilizability of
G that the pair (A, B2) is stabilizable and the pair (C2, A) is detectable.

The objective now is to specify state-space realizations of transfer matrices N2,
M2, etc. belonging to RHoo and satisfying (8) and (9). Denote the state, input and
output vectors of G22 by x, u and y respectively, so that y G2u and

(13a) Ax + B2tl
(13b) y Cx.
Next, choose a real matrix F so that AF := A + BEF is stable (all eigenvalues in Re s < 0)
and define the vector v ".= u- Fx. Then from (13) we get

AFX q- BEV, tt Fx + v, y C2x.
The transfer matrix from v to u is

(14) ME(S) := [AF, BE, F, I]

and that from v to y is

(15) N2(s) := [AF, B2, C2, 0].

Therefore G22 N2M. Similarly, by choosing a real matrix H so that An := A+ HC2
is stable and defining

hT"/z(S) := [An, H, C2, I], 2(s) := [An, B2, C2, 0],

we obtain G22 =//flu. Thus (8) is satisfied.
Now introduce an observer-based controller, denoted by Ko(s), to stabilize G2.
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Formula (16) provides just one controller which stabilizes G22 whereas formulas
(10) and (11) in Theorem 3.1, having the additional stable matrix Q, generate all
stabilizing controllers. These two results can be used to show that every stabilization
procedure amounts to adding stable dynamics to the plant and then using an observer-
based controller to stabilize the result. The precise statement is as follows.

THEOREM 4.1 [21]. Suppose K stabilizes

G22(s) [A, B2, C2, 0].

Then G22 can be embedded in a system [Ae, Be, Ce, 0], where

Ae := Be := Ce:=[C2 0]

and Aa is stable, such that K has the form
K(s) [A, + BeFe + HC, -He, Fe, 0],

where Ae + BeF and Ae + neCe are stable.
Now consider the transfer matrices T defined in (12). We have obtained realiza-

tions of all the matrices on the right-hand sides of (12). Algebraic manipulations lead
to the realizations

(19a) Tl(S) [_A1, _B1, fl, D],

0 AH J’ BI+ HD21
C_1 C1 +DF -DF],

(19b) T(s) [A, B, C, + D,F,
(19c) r(s) =[A, B+HD, C, D].. el-ege. is section treats the model-matching problem finding
matrices Q in NH to minimize the model-matching error lira-rrll where
eRH (i= 1-3).

5.1. Existence of a solution. Define the infimal model-matching error

(20) a := inf (ll T- T=QTII: Q RH}.

The natural question to answer first is when is this infimum achieved. The following
provides a mild sucient condition.

THEOREM 5.1 (e.g. [33]). e infimum in (20) is achieved if the ranks of the two
matrices TE(jo and Ta(j are constant for all 0 .

These rank conditions will be assumed to hold for the remainder of 5. (In
applications they do hold for well-defined problems.) In general there is a family of
optimal Q’s, i.e., Q’s achieving the infimum. Moreover, the model-matching error
cannot be reduced by a nonrational Q, i.e.,

min {11T TQTaII: Q RH} min {11L T2QT3II: Q H}.

The latter minimum equals the distance in H from T to the subspace

THT := {TQT: Q H}.

Hence

(21) a =dist (T, T2HT3).
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The rank conditions in Theorem 5.1 suffice to make THT3 closed in the weak-star
topology ofH, and this in turn guarantees the existence of a matrix in T:HT3 closest
to an arbitrary T.

The model-matching problem is relatively easy when the T’s are scalar-valued.
The main results can be summarized as follows. A function f(s) in RHo is said to be
an innerfunction iff(s)f(-s)= 1. The zeros of such a function all lie in Re s > 0; the
number of its zeros will be called its degree.

PROPOSITION 5.1 [98] (Scalar-valued case). The infimum in (20) is achieved if T2 T3
has no zeros on the extended imaginary axis. In this case the optimal Q is unique and is
uniquely determined by thefollowing property: T TEQT3 is a scalar multiple ofan inner

function of degree less than the number of zeros of T2 T3 in Re s > 0.

5.2. A formula for the minimal model-matching error. This subsection shows that
a equals the norm of a certain operator, a Hankel operator in a special case. First, it
will be shown that a can be expressed in the form

where the matrix R belongs to RL (the space of real-rational L-matrices) and depends
only on the T’s. For this maneuver we need the concepts of inner and outer matrices
[82].

Introduce the notation F-(s):= F(-s)’ for a matrix-valued function F(s), where
prime denotes transpose. A matrix F in RHo is an inner matrix if F-F I and an
outer matrix if it has full row rank in Re s > 0; it is termed co-inner or co-outer if its
transpose is inner or outer, respectively.

LEMMA 5.1. For each matrix F in RH there exist inner, outer, co-inner and co-outer
matrices Fi, Fo, Fci, Fco respectively, such that

F FiFo FoF,.

If F has constant rank on the extended imaginary axis, then Fo has a right-inverse in

RH and Fo has a left-inverse in RH.
Returning to the model-matching problem, introduce inner, outer, co-inner and

co-outer matrices as follows:

T:= TE T2 T3 T3 T3 ,.
(In going from the standard problem to the model-matching problem, it is possible to
arrange that T is automatically inner and T3 is automatically co-inner [21].) Lemma
5.1, together with the assumptions on T and T3, implies that (T)o is right-invertible
over RHoo and (T3)co is left-invertible over RI-loo. Thus the mapping

O- T)oQ( T)

on l-Lo is surjective. Hence from (21) we get the expression

To simplify notation define

so that

a dist T1, T2)iH(T3),).

u, := (T:),, U, := (T),

(22) a dist T1, UiH Uci).
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(23)

Being inner, Ui has the property that U-Ui L This in turn implies that

E-E=I,

where

[ ]I- UU
It is a consequence of (23) that the norm of an Loo-matrix is unchanged if the matrix
is pre-multiplied by E. Similarly, LL I, where

L’.--
I- UU

and post-multiplication by L- preserves the Loo-norm. Hence (22) yields

a =dist (ETL-, EUHUL-).

But

Defining

(24)

we conclude that

R := ETIL",

(25) a=dist(R, [lo]Hoo[I 0]).
An interesting special case occurs when T2 has full row rank and T3 has full

column rank over the field of rational functions. Then U and Uc are both square, so
that

and R has the form

where R := UIT1 Ui1. Then (25) simplifies to the expression

a dist (R1, Hoo).

In this case a equals the distance in Loo from R, to the nearest H-matrix.
Let us concentrate on this simpler problem of finding the distance from an

Loo-matrix R to the nearest Ho-matrix. (The subscript on R1 has been temporarily
dropped.) Let L2 denote the Hilbert space of vector-valued square-integrable functions
on the imaginary axis. The Hardy space H2 is a closed subspace of L2; let H denote
its orthogonal complement. The L-norm of R equals the norm of the corresponding
Laurent operator on L2 (cf. (1)); denote this operator by MR:

M= Rf, f L2.
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For an H-matrix X the Laurent operator Mx leaves the subspace H2 of L2 invariant,
i.e.,

(26) iff H2 then Mxf Xf H2.

If II" L2- H- denotes the orthogonal projection, then (26) is equivalent to the condition
that

IIMx IH2 0.

Thus we have that

dist (R, H) min {IIR xIl " x
min {1[ MR Mx I1" X n}

(27)
->min {IIII(M. Mx)IH21i" XH}

IIrIM
In fact, equality holds in (27).

THEOREM 5.2. The distance from a matrix R in Loo to the nearest matrix in H
equals the norm of the operator IIMR ]H2 from H2 to H.

This result is generally known as Nehari’s theorem [63] and the operator IIMR IH
is called the Hankel operator with symbol R [72]. As a concrete example, consider the
scalar-valued function R(s)=(s-1)-. For g in H2 we have

R(s)g(s) (s 1)-’g(1) + (s 1)-[g(s) g(1)].

The first function on the right-hand side belongs to H and the second to H2. Hence
the Hankel operator maps g(s) in H2 into (s-1)-lg(1) in H.

The Hankel operator has a time-domain version (e.g. [43]). Suppose R(s) is
analytic in a strip containing the imaginary axis; such would be the case if R(s) were
rational, for example. Taking the region of convergence to be this strip, let r(t) denote
the inverse bilateral Laplace transform of R (s). The linear system with impulse response
r(t) is therefore L2(-, )-stable, but noncausal in general. The Hankel operator in
the time-domain maps a function u in L2[0, o) into a function y in L2(-c, 0] according
to the convolution equation

Since the bilateral Laplace transformation is an isomorphism from L[0,
and from L(-m, 0] onto H, the Hankel operators in the two domains have equal
norms. A causal system leaves L[0, m) invariant, so its Hankel operator equals zero.
Interpreted in the time-domain, Theorem 5.2 states that the distance from the noncausal
system with impulse response r(t) to the nearest causal system equals he norm of the
Hankel operator; in other words, the Hankel operator’s norm is a measure ofnoncausal-
ity. Here the distance is the norm of the error system considered as a mapping on
L(-, ).

It is a useful fact that the norm of a Hankel operator with a rational symbol can
be computed by state-sace methods. Let R be a matrix in NL and let C(s-A)-B
be a minimal realization of its antistable pa, i.e.,

(28) R(s) C(s A)-B + (a matrix in
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and the eigenvalues of A lie in Re s > 0. Introduce the controllability and observability
gramians

(29) Lc := [o eAtBB eA’t dt,

(30) Lo := f eA’tc’c eAt dt.

Thus Lc and Lo are the unique solutions of the Lyapunov equations

(31 AL + L,A BB’,

(32) A’Lo + LoA C’C.

It can be proved [81] that LLo has only real, nonnegative eigenvalues.
LEMMA 5.2 (e.g. [43]). The Hankel operator F:= I-IMRIH2 with rational symbol R

hasfinite rank. The operator F*F and the matrix LLo share the same nonzero eigenvalues.
In particular, the norm of F equals the square-root of the largest eigenvalue of LcLo.

Now let us return to the general case. From (25) a equals the distance in L from
R to the subspace

A matrix in this subspace has the form

"-: X
0

for some X in Hoo, and the corresponding Laurent operator is M_x. This operator acts
on L2-vectors partitioned conformably with the partitioning in (33)"

Hence the domain of this operator is the product space (external direct sum) L2 L2.
Moreover, since X H, the subspace HE L2 is invariant under this operator, or
equivalently

l-J_M_x (H2 L2) 0,

where I,I_ denotes the orthogonal projection from L2 x L2 onto H x L2. As in (27) we
conclude that

dist (R, [] H[I 0]) > IlII_MR (H2 L2)

Again, equality holds.
To recap, let R be defined as in. (24), let MR denote the Laurent operator on

L2 L2 of multiplication by R, and let H_ denote the orthogonal projection from L2 L
onto H L2.

THEOREM 5.3 [29]. The minimal model-matching error ce equals the norm of the
operator

(34) I,I_MR I(H2 x L=)

from H: x L2 to H- x L2.
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Operator (34) is not a Hankel operator (by definition) and at present there is
unfortunately no direct procedure for computing its norm. It is easy to get crude
bounds for its norm: an upper bound is IIRII and a lower bound is the maximum of

’ I

5.3. Nearly optimal solutions. The value of a cannot be computed directly, as we
just noted, but it is possible to compute, by iteration, an upper bound which is as close
to a as desired. To do this, let a and a2 be, respectively, any lower and upper bounds
for a, for example, those given at the end of the previous subsection. A number
satisfies the inequality a < ), if and only if (see (21))

(35) dist T1, T2HT3) <

Thus testing if (35) holds for several values of /in the interval [a, a2] serves to locate
a for any desired accuracy. A bisection search could be used.

This subsection treats the problem of checking if (35) is true for a prespecified
and, when it is true, of finding all Q’s in RH which achieve the inequality

when /is a bit larger than a, such Q’s are nearly optimal. It will be shown that (35)
is equivalent to the following three conditions"

Yll < , IIzll < 1, dist (U, H) < 1,

Here
(Theorem 5.4 below). Notice that the distance from R to H can be readily computed
(Theorem 5.2, Lemma 5.2).

We require two definitions. Let F be an RL-matrix and let r/be a positive number.
The inequality

(36)

is equivalent to the condition

rl2I-F(jto)*F(jto)>O for all 0<- to <_- oo.

This latter condition implies that the matrix r/2I F"F has a spectral factorization:

,121 F-F F’Fo, Fo, F- RHo.
Such a matrix Fo will be called a spectral factor of rl2I F’-F. (It is outer, hence the
subscript o.) The same inequality, (36), implies that

12I FF- FcoFo
for some Fco, F-o RH; F,o will be called a co-spectral factor of 7q2I- FF-.

Let us consider, first, condition (35) under the simplifying assumption that T3 I.
Write T2 UiUo where Ui is inner and Uo is outer, and let Q RH. Then, as in the
previous subsection, the matrices T1- TEQ and

I- U,U?
(T1- T:zQ (I- U,U . T1

The matrix R in this subsection is defined somewhat differently from that in the previous one.
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have equal norms. Defining

we obtain that

if and only if

(37)

Y := (I UU-) T,

It can be shown that (37) holds if and only if YIIoo < and

II(u T, UoQ) YS’ I1o < 1,

where Yo is a spectral factor of 3’I- Y-Y. We conclude that

dist T, THoo) < 3’

if and only if YII< and

dist U-TY, Hoo) < 1.

The general result is as follows.
THEOREM 5.4 [20], [21]. Let QRHoo and y>0. Then

T, TQT311oo < ,
if and only if
(38) YIIoo< % IIZII< 1, IIR-XII< 1,

where R, Y, Z are RL-matrices and X is an RH-matrix defined as follows:
(39) T2 UUo, U inner, Uo outer,

(40) Y:= (I- U,U.’()T,,

Yo spectralfactor ofT2I- Y- Y,

(41) T3 Y- VoV, Vo co-outer, V co-inner,

(42) Z := U.-( T1Y2(I V V,),

(43) Zo co-spectralfactor ofI ZZ-,

(44) R := Zo U7 T1 y2l V/,
(45) X := Zc-o UoQVco.

Observe that Z-o Uo is right-invertible over RHoo and Vo is left-invertible over
RH. Thus (45) provides a linear relation between Q’s satisfying (35) and X’s satisfying
(38).

Let us recap. Suppose the objective is to compute an upper bound 3’ for a such
that 3’-a is less than a prespecified number, and then to determine a Q in RH
satisfying

T1 T0T3lloo < .
To accomplish this, first determine lower and upper bounds al and a2 for a. Then,
select a trial value for 3" in the interval [al, a2]. Next, test to see if the following
conditions hold:

YI]< % [[Zl[oo< 1, dist (R, Ho) < l.
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If so, reduce the value of 3’; if not, increase it. When a sufficiently accurate upper
bound is obtained, find an X in RH such that IIR-X]I < 1. Finally, solve (45) for
a Q in RHo.

The part of the procedure which remains to be described is how to find such an
X. This is the next topic.

5.4. Best approximation. Let R be an RL-matrix. The problem ofbest approxima-
tion is that of finding one, some, or all matrices X in RH such that

R XI] dist (R, RH).

Such X’s will be termed optimal. This problem has an extensive theory, involving
several different approaches. In this paper there is space to describe only two of them.

The first approach, due to Adamjan, Arov and Krein .[1], is applicable only to
the special case where R and X are scalar-valued; then the optimal X is unique and
R X is a scalar times an inner function (cf. Prop. 5.1). As in Lemma 5.2 let F denote
the Hankel operator with symbol R, and consider the self-adjoint operator

Let A 2 denote the maximum eigenvalue of FF*, let f be a corresponding eigenvector,
and define g := A-F*fi Observe that f and g satisfy the equations

rg: af, r’f= Ag;

such vectors form what is called a Schmidt pair for F.
THEOREM 5.5 1]. The optimal X equals R- Af/g.
Silverman and Bettayeb [81] employed this formula together with state-space

realizations to get a simple way to compute the optimal X. As in (28)-(30) let
C(s-A)-B be a minimal realization of the antistable part of R(s) and let Lc and Lo
denote the controllability and observability gramians. By Lemma 5.2 A 2 (defined above)
equals the maximum eigenvalue of LcLo; let w be a corresponding eigenvector and
define v := A -1 Low.

COROLLARY 5.1 [81]. The optimal X is given

X(s) R(s)- A[A, w, C, 0]/[-A’, v, B’, 0].

The second approach, due to Ball and Helton [4], applies to the general matrix-
valued problem. The theory of suboptimal X’s is simpler than the theory of optimal
ones, so a characterization will be presented of all X’s in RH such that

where/3 can be any positive number greater than dist (R, RHo). To simplify notation
slightly, scale R and X by the factor/3-1; now dist (R, RH)< 1 and the problem is
to find all X’s in RH such that R-XII --< 1. Or, in terms of s := R- X, the problem
is to find all S’s in RL such that R S RH and IIS[I-< 1.

An outline of the Ball-Helton theory takes three steps. First, instead of looking
at RL-matrices, we look at graphs of operators. Consider the restriction to H2 of the
Laurent operator induced by R:

MR H2 H2--> L2, f--> Rf.
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The graph of this operator, which we shall call the graph of R, is the set of ordered
pairs (Rf, f) in L2 x H2. Let us write these ordered pairs as 2-vectors (gY), so that the
graph has the representation

If R-S eRH and IISII_-< 1, what properties does the graph of S have? First,
the condition R S RHoo restricts the graph to being contained in a certain subspace
of L2 x H2, namely

This is easily seen as follows"

cW.

Second, the graph of S is steep, meaning that

(46) if (fg)Gs, then Ilfll2 -< Ilgll2-

(The slope of the line in the plane through the origin and the point (llfll=, Ilgll=) is at
least 45 degrees.) Fact (46) follows immediately from the condition Ilsll < 1. These
two properties characterize the graph.

LEMMA 5.3 [4]. Let $ be an RL-matrix (of the same dimensions as R). Then
Ilsll<_-1 and R- S RHoo if and only if the graph of S is steep and is contained in W.

The second step in the theory is to represent W in a way which is useful for
characterizing steep graphs. For this representation introduce the matrix

]
(The dimension of the upper left unit matrix equals the number of rows of R; the
dimension of the lower right, the number of columns.) A square matrix L in IIL (of
appropriate dimensions) is J-unita if LJL J.

LEMMA 5.4 [4]. There exists a J-unitary matrix L such that L(H2 H2)= W.
Lemma 5.4 is a generalization of Beurling’s theorem [46]. The useful fact about

L is that, because it is J-unitary, it maps a steep subspace of HE H2 into a steep
subspace of W (in fact, it is a one-to-one correspondence between such subspaces).
Thus, if Y RHoo and [1Y[]oo_-< 1, then LGy is a steep Subspace of W.

The third step in the theory is to combine Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 to obtain the main
result, which is stated in terms of X.

THEOREM 5.6 [4]. The set ofallX’s in RHoo such that IIR -Xlloo -< 1 isparametrized
by the formula

X R-XX L

Y RH., Nil---< 1.
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Ball and Ran [5], [6] showed how to obtain a state-space realization of L. A
summary of their procedure is as follows. As above, let [A, B, C, 0] be a minimal
realization of the antistable part of R(s) and let Lc and Lo denote the controllability
and observability gramians. (Recall that R has been scaled so that its distance to RHoo
is less than 1.) Then a realization of L is

L(s) [_A, B_, C_, I],

where

A:= IA0
B := /

L I Lo 0 I LcLo 0

C :-
-B’0

Other approaches to the best approximation problem are those of Glover [43]
(based on [2]) and Chang and Pearson [8] (based on [16]).

6. A numerical example. The purpose of this section is to elucidate the theory of
3-5 by carrying out a numerical example of the tracking problem of 2. With

reference to Fig. 5 we take the unstable nonminimum phase plant

P(s)
s(s -2)"

The weighting factor p in (6) and the weighting filter W in Fig. 5 are as follows"

p=l, W(s)=
s+l

10s+ 1

The Bode magnitude plot of W is nearly 0 db up to the frequency .1, so this choice
of W reflects a family of reference signals having their energy concentrated in the
frequency band [0, .1]. With this choice of P, W and p, the transfer matrix G in Fig.
2 is determined from (7) to be

G(s) ! Gll(s) G12($)](s) (s)

s/l

10s+ 1

0
s+l

10s+1

0

s(s-2)
1

s(s-2)

The first step in computing a controller is to obtain the matrices T (i 1- 3) in
the equivalent model-matching problem. We shall use the state-space method of 4
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(although this is not the easiest way for this simple example). We begin with a minimal
realization of G"

G(s)=[A, B, C, D],

A= 0 0 0, B=[B1
0 0 2

.09 -.5 -.5

C--
C2 .09 0 0

o .5 .5

Now F and H are chosen so that the matrices

1

B2] 0

0 01
.1 0

O22J .1

0

AF := A+ B2F, An := A+ HC2
are stable. The exact locations of the eigenvalues are not important for the purpose
at hand; the choice

F=[0 .5 -4.5], H= 0 1

0 -9

yields

AF 0 .5 --4.5 An 0 .5 .5
0 .5 -2.5 0 -4.5 -2.5

which both have spectrum {-.1,-1,-1}. Then (19) produces

T,(s) T(s)
10s + 1_|

0 l’

Theorem 5.1 can now be used to show that there does indeed exist an optimal
proper controller: TE(jto) and Ta(jto) both have rank 1 for all 0_-< to -<

The second step is to compute an upper bound 3’ for the infimal model-matching
error a defined in (20). Recall from Theorem 5.4 that 3’ > a if and only if the following
three conditions hold:

(47) YIIoo < Ilzll < 1, dist (R, Hoo) < 1.

The matrices Y, Z and R are computed as in Theorem 5.4. A simple way to do the
inner-outer factorization (39) of T2 is first to get

s4- 5s2 + 1
T;(s)T2(s)=(_s+ 1)2(s + 1)2.

Solving Tf T2 U- Uo for an outer function Uo gives

s2+v/Ys + 1
Uo(s)-

(s+ l)2
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Then the inner factor Ui is

l[-s+l]ls(s-2)
U, T2 U-’, U, S s2 + x/ffs +

The matrix Y defined in (40) is determined next:

s+l [$2($2--4)](48) Y(s)=(lOs+ 1)($4--552+ 1) -s(s+ 1)(s-2)

From (47) the value of y must be at least YIIoo. From (48) we get

s2(s2 4)(s2 1
Y-(s) Y(h) 100s2_ 1)(s’- 5s2 + 1 )"

The spectral factor of Y-Y is

s(s+2)(s+l)
(49)

(10$+ 1)(s2 + x/’ffs + 1)"

Thus YIIoo equals the Hoo-norm of the function (49), which can be read of[ its Bode
magnitude plot. This yields YIlo--.1683. Thus 3’ must be at least .1683. It turns out
that for 3" .2 the distance from R to Ho is greater than 1, violating (47). We shall
show that (47) holds for 3’ .3.

The spectral factor of 3"2_ y--y is

2.828s + 7.615s2 + 3.165s + .3
Yo(s)=

(10s+ 1)(sE+v/ffs + 1)

Since T3 ys1 is already co-outer, in (41) we can take Vco T3 yl and Vc- 1. Then
from (42) Z- 0, and from (43) Zo--1. Finally, from (44) we get

(s+ l)E(sE+x/ffs+ l)
R(s) (s2_x/ffs + 1)(2.828s3 + 7"615s2 + 3.165s +.3)"

We shall compute the distance from R to Hoo using Theorem 5.2 and Lemma 5.2.
The antistable part of R is

.9267 .8217

s-2.189 s -.4569’

which has the realization

I J I 1A=
2.189 0

B=
.9267

0 .4569 -.82171’
C [1 1].

The Lyapunov equations (31) and (32) are readily solved, giving

-.2878 .7389 .3780 1.094

The distance equals the square root of the largest eigenvalue of LLo"
dist (R, Hoo) .7907.

Thus (47) is satisfied for 3’ .3 and we conclude that .2 < a < .3. We could at this point
find a better estimate for a by reducing 3’ and checking (47) again, but we shall instead
complete the computation with 3’ .3.
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The third step is to find the closest Hoo-function X to R. Since these functions
are scalar-valued, we can use Proposition 5.2. We already have that A 2 (=.79072) equals
the maximum eigenvalue of LcLo; a corresponding eigenvector is

w=[1 -2.862]’.

Then v := A -1Low equals

[-1.079 -3.483]’.

The formula in Proposition 5.2 yields

(s2 + v:ffs + 1)(.7170s2+ 1.912s +.7628)
X(s)

(.3206s + 1)(2.828s3 + 7.615s- + 3.165s + .3)"
The fourth step is to solve (45) for a Q in RHoo. The matrix Q has dimensions 1 x 2:

Q [Q1 Q2].

Equation (45) determines Q1 uniquely:

(s+ 1)(.7170s2 + 1.912s +.7628)
Ql(S)

(.3206s / 1)(s2 / vCffs + 1)

whereas Q2 is unconstrained, and hence may be taken to be zero.
Finally, the controller K is computed using Theorem 3.1. We can determine

N2, X2 and Y2 from (14), (15), (17), (18) and then get K from (10):

K=[Cl C2],

(s+ 1)3(.7170s2 + 1.912s +.7628)
C(s)

(.3206s + 1)(s2 +/s + 1)(s2 + 6s 23)’

41s-1
C2(s) s2+6s_23

(The reader will have noticed that C1 is unstable, so the controller cannot be
implemented as shown in Fig. 5. However, the theory guarantees that C2 contains the
unstable factor of C1. This common unstable factor would be moved past the summing
junction into the loop.)

The properties of this design are illustrated in the Bode magnitude plots of Fig.
7. The transfer function, say H1, from reference r to tracking error r- v has magnitude
less than -10 db over the frequency band [0, .1] of r (smaller tracking error could be
obtained by reducing the weighting p on control energy), it peaks to about 4 db outside
the operating band, and it rolls off to 0 db at high frequency, as it must for a proper
controller. This sort of shape is characteristic of H designs. The transfer function,
say HE, from r to u has a zero at s 0 because P has a pole there. The actual quantity
being minimized in this example is the Ho-norm of the transfer matrix

H
from w to (r-v, u)’. This norm equals the supremum of

(50) ([H, (jto)12 + [H_(jo )[)’/l W(joo )1

over all to. For our design the function (50) is very nearly fiat at -12 db (the supremum
of (50) must be greater than -14 db corresponding to the bound a > .2).
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FIG. 7. Bode magnitude plots.

7. Achievable performance. For some simple examples of the standard problem
it is possible to obtain useful bounds on achievable performance, sometimes even to
characterize achievable performance exactly. Such results can shed light on what
properties of a system affect its performance. This section presents three illustrative
examples.

Figure 8 shows a feedback system with a disturbance signal w referred to the
output of the plant P. As usual, P is strictly proper and K is proper. The transfer
matrix from w to y is the sensitivity matrix S:= (I-PK)-1.

Suppose first that the spectrum of w is confined to a prespecified interval of
frequencies I-to,, toll, to, > 0. Then the problem of attenuating the effect of w on the
output y of the plant is equivalent to the problem of making O’max[S(jto)] uniformly
small on the interval I-to,, to,]. Let X denote the characteristic function of this interval,
i.e.,

x(jto) 1, I,ol--< ,o,, x(jo,) 0, I,ol > ,o,.

Then the maximum value of (rmax[S(jto)] over the interval I-to1, to,] equals the Loo-norm
IIxsIl . It may happen that as we try to make Ilxsll smaller and smaller, the global
bound IlSlloo becomes larger and larger. This is unpleasant because a large value of
Ilsll means the system has poor stability margin. (Think of the scalar-valued case: if

Ilsll is large, then the Nyquist plot of PK passes near the critical point.)
The first result says that if P is minimum phase, then II slloo can be made as small

as desired while Ilslloo is simultaneously.maintained less than any bound 6. Of course
6 must be greater than unity since IlSll(R)>_-1 for every stabilizing K.

FIG. 8. Disturbance attenuation.
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THEOREM 7.1 [67], [99]. IfP has a right-inverse which is analytic in Re s _-> 0, then
for every e > 0 and 8 > 1 there exists a stabilizing K such that

On the other hand, if P has a zero in the right half-plane, then I[S[[oo must
necessarily increase without limit if IIxS[Ioo tends to zero. This might be described as
the "waterbed effect."

THEOREM 7.2 [33], [35], [39]. If at some point in Re s > 0 the rank of P is less
than the number ofits rows, then there exists a positive real number a such thatfor every
stabilizing K

Ilxsll llsIl o > 1.

For the third result consider, with regard to Fig. 8 again, the problem of attenuating
the effect of w (no longer restricted to be bandlimited) on the control signal u; that
is, the problem is to achieve feedback stability by a controller which limits as much
as possible the control effort. The transfer matrix from w to u equals KS, so the
objective is to minimize ]]KSl]oo. The case where P is stable is trivial" an optimal K is
K 0. So we suppose P is not stable. For technical reasons it is assumed that P has
no poles on the imaginary axis; thus P belongs to RLoo but not RHoo. Let F denote
the Hankel operator with symbol P and let O’min(I" denote the smallest (nonzero)
singular value of F.

THEOREM 7.3 [44], [87]. If P belongs to RLoo but not RHo, then the minimum
value of IIKSll over all stabilizing K’s equals the reciprocal of O’min(l).

8. Comparison with the Wiener-Hopf approach. In the model-matching problem
posed in 2 and solved in 5, the criterion is to minimize the Hoo-norm of the error
transfer matrix T1- T2QT3. It is evident from 5 that, at least in the matrix case,
optimal Q’s are not very easy to compute. By way of contrast the Wiener-Hopf
approach to the model-matching problem is to minimize the H2-norm of the error
transfer matrix. (In Fig. 4, if w is standard white noise, then the root-mean-square
value of z equals the H2-norm of the transfer matrix from w to z.) It is relatively easy
to compute optimal Q’s for the H2-criterion. Therefore it is perhaps legitimate to ask
if the computational effort required for the Hoo approach is worthwhile. How much
better is the Hoo solution than the H2 solution?

To give one possible answer to this question we consider for simplicity the case
where T (i 1-3) are scalar-valued, in which case we may assume that T3 1 by
redefining T2. The function T2 is assumed not to be zero anywhere on the extended
imaginary axis (so that the following two optima exist). Let Q2 denote the optimal
solution for the H2 criterion

T QII - minimum,
and let Qoo denote the optimal solution for the Hoo criterion

T1 T=Q IIoo minimum.

If we were to use the HE solution, the supremal value of Ilzll= over all 11wl[.2_-< 1 would
equal T1- TEQ2l]oo. Thus the abov question can be rephrased as follows: How large
can the ratio

(51) T, T Q ll / T, T Qoolloo
be?

Let k denote the number of zeros of T2 in the right half-plane.
PROPOSITION 8.1. The supremum of the ratio (51) equals 2k.
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Here the supremum is over all T’s in RH, such that T2 has k zeros in Re s > 0
(and no zeros on the extended imaginary axis). The idea of the proof of Proposition
8.1 is as follows. We may suppose without loss of generality that T2 is an inner function:
just absorb the outer factor into Q. Then for Q in H2 the H2-norm of T1- T2Q equals
the L2-norm of T1T"1- Q. Hence Q2 equals the projection of TIT onto H. Denote
this projection by T. Thus the Hoo-norm of T1 T2Q2 equals the Loo-norm of T. Similarly,
the Hoo-norm of T1- TEQoo equals the norm of the Hankel operator with symbol T.
Denote this operator by FT. The function T has at most k poles in Re s > 0. Glover
proved ([43, Cor. 9.3]) that

IITIl/llF.ll <--Ek,

and Jonckheere et al. [52] showed that this bound could be approached as closely as
desired by suitable choice of T.

We conclude that the improvement in the H solution over the H2 solution, for
the Hoo criterion, can be arbitrarily great.

9. Summary. The standard problem, which includes the robust stabilization prob-
lem, is to minimize the H-norm of the closed-loop transfer function for a fixed known
plant. Under parametrization of the controller, the standard problem reduces to one
of model-matching" minimize the H-norm of an affine function. The model-matching
problem reduces in turn to a sequence of best approximation problems" approximate
in Loo-norm an unstable transfer function by a stable one.

10. Conclusion. The standard problem is well understood and software exists for
its solution [12], [21]; the software uses standard routines (such as singular-value
decompositions and solving Lyapunov equations). The H problem with plant uncer-
tainty, how to achieve frequency-domain performance specifications in the face of
plant uncertainty, is a current area of research.
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